Jane's Walk seminar #2: „Play the City Game, it's never
the same!“
Let's play with Trešnjevka!
(questions and answers)

1. Find graffiti „Pivo i bomboni“ („Beer and candies“)!
(Udbinska street, southern part)

2. Find at least 5 garden water pumps, note colours and addresses!

3. Take with you a biggest leaf that you can find!

4. Find a deer on top of the roof! (note the address, draw it on any piece of paper that you
can find)
(Tešanjska street 15)
5. Observe sounds of the neighbourhood: kitchen sounds, garden sounds, workshop
sounds, traffic sounds – record (by your phone) 5 distinctive sounds you've heard along
the way!

6. If the Lok is Yiu, what is Wing?
(Chun, Ključka street 12)
7. Find kitchen pots (metal ones) along the way, as many as possible (make photos!)

8. If it is written „36-36d“ in the first row, what is written in the second one?
(„38-38a“, Sokologradska street)

9. Observe plates „Beware of dog!“ (croatian: „Čuvaj se psa!“), „Dangerous dog!“ (Croatian:
„Oštar pas!“) and similar dogs-related ones, photograph some of them by your phone
and select the scarriest plate-dog among them (according to your group votes!)!

10. Find as much as possible house numbers that contains letters like 7a, 14b, 28c etc!

11. What is doing a big hen in Ostrovička street?
(sitting on a lot of eggs – more then 20!)

12. Find the most beautiful traditional garden (by your opinion), note the address!
(our pick: Udbinska 24)

13. Find the traffic sign which does not allow trucks to enter a street (note the address)!
(Sokolgradska street, southern part)

14. There are lot of mailboxes around this patch of Trešnjevka, find some colourful ones and
make photos of the 3 most interesting ones!

15. Find the old Opel car (from 60's) in one of the gardens in the area – note the address!
(Ključka 9)

